EZ Laser RB
The EZ Laser RB is a compact battery-operated laser that
projects thousands of red and blue laser beams. Create
customized effects with independent control of red and blue
laser diodes and achieve a run time of up to 6 hours from a
single charge with the rechargeable, lithium battery. The EZ
Laser RB covers a large, wide area and looks great with or
without fog. Generate eye-catching effects with soundactivated and automated programs and wirelessly set color
and rotation speeds with the included IRC-6 remote control.
The EZ Laser RB is variance-free and ready to use right out of
the box. Fits best in the CHS-25 VIP Gear Bag.
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Highlights
Compact battery-operated laser projects thousands of red and blue laser beams
Create customized effects with independent control of red and blue laser diodes
Achieve a run time of up to 6 hours from a single charge with the rechargeable,
lithium battery
Generate eye-catching effects with sound-activated and automated programs
Covers a large, wide area and looks great with or without fog
Wirelessly set color and rotation speeds with the included IRC-6 remote control
Variance-free and ready to use right out of the box

Attach it to any truss using the
easy clamp mounting ability

Fits best in the CHS-25 VIP Gear Bag
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Specifications
Light Source: 650 nm/80 mW (Red) laser diode, 450 nm/100 mW (Blue) laser diode
Coverage Angle: 80°
Input Voltage: 12 VDC, 1 A (external power supply: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz)
Power and Current: 17 W, 0.2A @ 120 V, 60 Hz
15 W, 0 .1A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: 1.0 lb (0.5 kg)
Size: 4.19 x 5.43 x 5.05 in (106 x 138 x 129 mm)
Bracket Mounting: Hole: 10 mm
Included Controllers: IRC-6

What's Included
External power supply
IRC-6 Remote
Hanging bracket with mounting hardware
Warranty card
User Manual
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